Thank you for your interest in the 2013-2014 WAC Essay Awards. Please read the following rules carefully. For more information, please email Jennifer Hippensteel, WAC Coordinator, at jb_hippensteel@southwesterncc.edu.

All entries MUST be received by Jennifer Hippensteel by 4 pm on April 2, 2014. Late entries will not be considered for awards.

- for CURRENT SCC students only
- Any essay written in the Summer 2013, Fall 2013, or Spring 2014 academic year is eligible.
- There are two categories: Research Essays and Non-Research Essays.
- Research Essays include those written using accurate, scholarly research, as indicated in the essay through citations and proper use of references.
- Non-Research Essays include non-fiction, expository essays, such as reflection papers, personal narratives, response papers, etc.
- This contest is NOT for creative writing. Only non-fiction, expository essays will be accepted. Only essays written during this academic year for a class at SCC will be accepted.
- Each essay submitted MUST have the submission/nomination form attached to it with the student’s signature and email address (this is how you will be notified if you win an award).
- The submission form must have the name and course number of the course in which the writing was done.
- If an instructor is nominating a student’s writing, the submission/nomination form must have the nominated student’s signature AND the signature of the instructor.
- If a student is submitting his/her own writing, the submission form does not need the signature of an instructor.
- Students may submit ONLY ONE essay for consideration.
- Awards will be given for First, Second and Third places in each category. Cash prizes for these awards:
  First: $200
  Second: $100
  Third: $50

Submit essays with submission forms to Jennifer Hippensteel, WAC Coordinator, Oaks 101B.